Site-specific reflex response of ubiquitin to loop insertions.
Predicting the structural effects of insertions in proteins by homology modeling remains a challenge. To investigate the molecular basis for conformational adaptations to insertions, ten mutants of ubiquitin were generated by introducing five different inserts, varying from five to 11 residues in size, at two different sites. Most insertion sequences were derived from homologous positions in structurally homologous ubiquitin-like proteins; to test sequence specificity, insertions were made into both homologous and non-homologous sites in ubiquitin. Structural inferences from NMR data suggest that each insertion site shows a reflex response to insertions: the sequence of the insertion has much less impact on structural adaptations than does the site of the insertion. Further, each site responds to insertions in a unique but consistent manner. For a given insertion site, different inserted sequences give rise to different stabilities, but the relationship between stability and sequence is not yet clear. However, the change in stability is similar for all insertions in a given site.